Rajasthan Grameen Aajeevika Vikas Parishad
(III floor, B-Block, Udhyog Bhawan, Jaipur, Phone:- 4259900)

F.No 15(74)/RD/RGAVP/Liv/MKSP/2016/9607-11 Jaipur, Dated: 31.1.19

Office Order

Subsequent to the written test and personal interview held for selection of MKSP Consultants – District and Block at RGAVP on January 22 and 23, 2019, following candidates have been found suitable and selected for the post of MKSP Consultants – District & Block:

**MKSP Consultant – District**
1. MUKEISH KUMAR DHAKAR
2. SAGAR SHARMA •
3. SURAJ MAL TELI

**MKSP Consultant – Block**
1. NAVRATAN SONI
2. SANJAY KUMAR ALORIA
3. SHANKAR LAL CHOUDHARY
4. RAKESH MALI
5. RAJU DOHRE
6. SANWAR MAL BADHALA
7. SUKHDEV
8. OMPRAKASH LODHA

These consultants are requested to convey their acceptance of offer within 7 days and join RGAVP within 15 days of issuance of this order.

(Surendra Singh Rathore)
PD (LPs & SHG)

CC to following for information and necessary action:-
1. PA to SMD, RGAVP
2. Chief Operating Manager, RGAVP
3. SPM – Admin, HR, Farm & Livestock, RGAVP
4. Concerned MKSP Consultants
5. Guard File, RGAVP.

PD (LPs & SHG)
RGAVP